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executive summary

a c ommon p l a n f or cl a ri d g e w a y
Claridge Way is a path which runs broadly
southeast/northwest through the densely
populated Moorings area. It connects parts of
the Thamesmead estate with town centre shops
and amenities to the north, and a set of schools,
green spaces and other community assets to the
west. The path itself is a tarmac paved route which
winds through a long, narrow belt of green space,
under which run water, gas and electrical mains as
well as sewers servicing the Moorings.
This document has been commissioned by
Peabody to set out a vision for how Claridge
Way could look, feel and function better for local
residents, schoolchildren and all those who pass
along this route. The intention is that this vision will
inform a package of improvement works, to be
completed in 2019.
Claridge Way sits within a well-established
community, and has already been the subject of
local discussion for some years. We have sought
to continue this conversation by speaking and
working directly with local residents and other
stakeholders through a series of events and
workshops.
The Common Plan sets out to capture a moment
in this ongoing dialogue and seeks to honour this
diverse and energetic exchange of views, rather
than defining a fixed endpoint. It first analyses
the opportunities and constraints posed by the
existing physical and social environments, before
presenting the direct outputs of workshops and
consultation exercises tailored to these initial site
observations, including model-making workshops
with schoolchildren, a community gardening
session and virtual reality modelling workshops.
Clockwise from top left: Claridge
Way Tea Party, Windush
playspace modelling workshop,
VR working group, Woolwich Poly
masterplanning model, gardening
workshop.
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a c ommon p l a n f or cl a ri d g e w a y
Through these varied exercises, we identified three
key roles that Claridge Way might play. These
are summarised well by the following three 'vision
statements' which emerged from our virtual reality
co-design workshops:
1 a n i n te ract i v e pl ay l an dscape
2 a n o p e n & l i berat i ng pl ac e

to s o c i al i se

3 a p l a c e t o grow & l i nger

1 an inte rac tive play landscape
a p ainte d p lay ro ute
e xe rcise b e nche s
tw ilight p lay
o f fro ad cy cle track

2 an o pe n & liberating place

to so c ialise

o utdo o r living ro o m

In response to the generous input of stakeholders,
we then set out an ambitious spatial vision for
Claridge Way. This strategy is composed of a
number of component projects which could be
be realised individually, but in combination work
towards the above vision statements.
Together they would be expected to exceed
the capital budget associated with this project,
but a careful selection of those which attract the
greatest level of buy-in and consensus among
stakeholders would achieve a striking change in
Claridge Way.
The report concludes with recommendations for
how these component projects can be taken
forward. As well as commentary on planning,
procurement and construction methodologies,
a strategy for continuing the conversation which
has generated this document will be outlined, to
include further consultation, hands-on prototyping
and community build sessions.
At this stage, the report requires feedback from
local and internal Peabody stakeholders to
identify which parts of the Common Plan should
be prioritised for delivery as part of this scheme to
facilitate delivery and completion in 2019.
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café kio sk
e xe rcise b e nche s

3 a plac e to grow & linger
garde n e xte nsio ns
haw ksmo o r gro w ing c l u b
w o o dland adve ntu re wa l k
af te r scho o l o rchard
w ildflo w e r me ado w s

a c ommon p l a n f or cl a ri d g e w a y
offroad cycle track

wildflower meadows

A small BMX circuit formed of
earth mounds and ramps could
offer more opportunity for young
people to be sociable and active.

Each time Claridge Way is dug
up to access utilities, sowing with
wildflowers and grasses could add
colour, interest and biodiversity
within this shifting landscape.

garden extensions
Neighbouring residents could be
encouraged to enjoy and take
pride in the green space behind
their houses through the offer of
new planters, fencing and back
gates onto Claridge Way.

twilight play
outdoor living room
Furniture carefully integrated
into the existing landscape and
a communal barbecue could
be used for cookouts, picnics,
or even seating for outdoor film
screenings.

Alongside remedial lighting to
illuminate ‘dark spots,’ feature
lighting at key intersections and
flood lighting to sports pitches
could help make Claridge Way
feel safer and more attractive
place to play and pass through in
the evenings.

a painted play route
Road-marking paint along the
black path, feature lighting and
occasional play-on-the-way
furniture could help make every
journey through Claridge Way an
opportunity for play.

hawksmoor growing
club
Above ground planters, a potting
shed and a small outdoor learning
area would allow Hawksmoor
Primary School to expand growing
activities out onto Claridge Way.

after school orchard
A collection of fruit trees outside
school gates could provide
students with a healthy snack
after school in the autumn.

cafe kiosk

woodland adventure
walk

exercise benches

A small pavilion could serve
coffee, tea and healthy snacks,
particularly around the school
rush, as well as supporting outdoor
community activities.

A winding walkway between the
trees could link a series of habitats
for birds, bees, bats or beetles in
a playful extension of the Tump 53
Nature Reserve.

A network of bespoke benches
could double as stages of a sitewide training circuit to promote
fitness, while making it easier to
pause and enjoy the outdoors.
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introd ucti on

p ro ject bri ef
Claridge Way is many things to many people. For
Thamesmead residents, it could be part of the walk
home, the way to school, a playground, a place
to meet friends, or even an extension of the back
garden. It's been known to local residents by a
number of names, including the Wayleave or the
Black Path, before it was officially named after
former local councillor and Mayor of Greenwich
Ted Claridge in 2016.
This Common Plan was commissioned by Peabody
to map out a vision for Claridge Way that responds
to this wide range of current uses and future
aspirations held by local residents. As well as
capturing a moment in long-running and ongoing
dialogue about open space in Thamesmead in
general and in the Moorings in particular, it sets out
practical and deliverable measures which could
be immediately delivered as part of a £300,000
investment by Peabody.
In order to ensure that any interventions in Claridge
Way are wanted, needed, and likely to be widely
enjoyed and used, Peabody have sought to involve
residents, schools and local community groups in
shaping the project brief from the earliest possible
stage.
This Common Plan presents a sample of the valuable
creative input received through workshops and
consultation events, before reconciling these
against key site constraints to present an overall
vision for its improvement. It will conclude by
mapping out ways that designs can continue to
be shaped by local residents and stakeholders,
both through the continuing design process and by
building together on site.
It should be noted that this edition of the Common
Plan is not intended to be the last word on
Claridge Way. As will be noted below, consultees
and workshop participants simply have far more
ideas than could be realised within the budget
associated with this commission. Other ideas may
need some time to reach a broad consensus. Our
hope in compiliing this Common Plan is that it will
facilitate discussion as a shared reference point for
years to come.
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the site

sit e are a
Claridge Way follows a stretch of canal from Arnott
Close, which features a selection of valued local
shops, restaurants, a church, and will soon include
a refurbished community building. The path then
turns away to the north, running between back
gardens of terraced houses on Booth Close, Titmuss
Avenue and Tawney Road to the east and Windrush
Primary School, Hawksmoor Primary School and the
Tump 53 Nature Reserve to the west.
This study concerns itself with a stretch of Claridge
Way beginning at the point where the path passes
under a residential block on Titmuss Avenue, up to
where it joins Oriole Way, and continues up to the
junction with Central Way. While proposals will focus
on this defined area, the Common Plan will also
look at opportunities to better connect Claridge
Way with its surroundings.
Within this study area are included two principal
paths (Claridge Way and Water Lily Walk) which are
primarily cycling and walking routes, with controlled
vehicle access for maintenance and emergency
only. There is also a network of smaller footpaths,
particularly to the east of the main path, which link
adjacent schools and residences to the principal
route.
The path itself passes through a number of landscape
conditions. At the southern end of the study area, it
passes beneath an existing housing block through
a columned undercroft. In this location, and for the
entirety of this inital east-west stretch, the main path
is separated by a narrow grassy bank and a lower,
brick-paved path from a canal.

from top: undercroft passage
below existing housing block at
southern limit of study area.
grassy bank, lower path and canal
adjacent to southern stretch.
looking north along Claridge Way.

As Claridge Way turns toward the northwest, it
diverges from the canal and rounds past a multiuse games pitch before the landscape to either
side opens out, with irregular grassy areas limited
by school fences to the west and garden fences to
the east. At its northern end, it meets Oriole Way in
an area of significant tree cover.
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c ommuni ty a s s ets
Claridge Way sits between the Moorings estate
and a number of key civic assets. It performs two
roles in this respect: as a key pedestrian and cycle
link to reach these assets, and a green buffer to be
traversed along the way.

lEISURE CENTRE & library

Bishop john Robinson

A modern library, gym, pool
and health centre close to
Thamesmead’s retail centre with
a range of services for the whole
community.

CoE Primary School
Church of England Primary
School.

jubilee centre

gallIons reach

Community space and play
area hosting various social
groups.

play area

health centre
One of two NHS medical
centres in Thamesmead,
located on Bentham Road.

Baptist church

A Baptist community in
Thamesmead meeting every
Sunday morning.

hawksmoor
youth club
Youth Club for those aged between 10 - 19
with music studio, indoor ball court, arts room,
computer corner and kitchen/tuck shop.

St paul’s church

Growing Together
community garden &

play area

titmuss av. playground

play area
play area

A meeting place for St
Paul’s Thamesmead United
Congregation (Anglican, CofE,
Methodist and URC as well as St
Paul’s Roman Catholic Parish.

Community food and flower
growing. Drop-in 10am - 3pm
every Tuesday. Playground &
sports court open to public.

hawksmoor
primary school

gogi’s supermarket

Primary School and nursery in
the heart of Thamesmead.

christian life centre

WOOLWICH
POLYTECHNIC

sports court

Evangelical Pentecostal
church in Thamesmead.

Secondary School for boys.

tump 53 nature
RESERVe
A former munitions testing site
transformed into a nature reserve.

windrush primary
school
Local Primary School south of
Claridge Way.

Birchmere
community hub
Community Hub offering stay
and play parent toddler cook
and eat sessions, a community
garden, cafe and space for
‘health champions’ meetings.

claridge way
desired routes
existing routes
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g re en sp a ces
As well as providing one of the most immediate
substantial green spaces next to the dense housing
of the Moorings,, it is also a key link to some of the
other parks and open spaces which make living in
Thamesmead unique.

1500 m to gallions park

483 m to thames path

Jubilee Centre Playground

Play area by the Jubilee Centre behind the Baptist
church and surrounded by houses behind Tawney
Road.

bUTTS wOOD

Small wooded
area joining with
Hawksmoor Park
and surrounded
by the canal.

Passfield Path Playground

Playground surrounded by houses on Pathfield Path.

Titmuss Avenue
Playground /

play area

WAYLEAF PLAYGROUND

Community Garden

play area

Playground between
Bentham Road and
Claridge Way, beside
Hawksmoor Youth Club,
along from Hawksmoor
Primary School.

play area

HAWKSMOOR PARK
Green space off
Hutchins Road, with
a hill for a view over
Thamesmead.

Community food
and flower growing
alongside a playground
for young children.

floating reed beds
Reed beds installed
by Thames 21 in
partnership with
Peabody.

sports court

1130 m to southmere park
TUMP 53 NATURE
RESERVE

Mixed woodlands
surrounded by a reed ringed moat. The nature
reserve is home to over 60
bird species ranging from
the kingfisher and willow
warbler to the redpoll.

claridge way

Birchmere community garden
Community garden alongside the Birchmere
Community Hub. Both residents and students from a
local school help keep the garden maintained and
produce is sold in the Hub next door.

green spaces
blue spaces
800 m to birchmere park
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c on necti o ns
In its role as a key linking space, Claridge Way has
a large number of entrances and exits, varying
wildly in prominence and quality. It is particularly
permeable to the east, with school yards and the
Tump nature reserve providing some obstacles to
desired routes identified in Peabody's previously
commissioned movement study by Space Syntax.
Entrance from Oriole Way
along Leonard Robbins Path
towards Tawney Road.

claridge way
desired routes
existing access
points
existing routes

Entrance to Claridge Way from
Tawney Road.

Cycle path on Oriole Way,
crossing Claridge Way and
connecting Birchmere park
to Thames Path and Gallions
Park.

Looking back from Claridge
Way to Tawney Road.

The path to Bentham Road &
Hawksmoor Youth Club passes
the Wayleaf Playground &
Sports Court.

Alleys towards Claridge Way
going through from Tawney
Road along Marshall Path
behind the houses to get to
Claridge Way.

Route from Claridge Way and
Hawksmoor Primary School to
Titmuss Ave.

Exit from Claridge Way to
Passfield Path and Titmuss Ave.

Route Titmuss Ave. to Claridge
Way.

Cycle route along Claridge
Way by Rowntree Football
Pitch.

Exit from Tump 53 path into
Claridge Way to Booth Cl .

Passage to Claridge Way
along Rowntree Football Pitch
adjacent to Booth Cl. and
towards Rowntree Path.

Path between Hawksmoor
Primary School and Tump 53,
connecting Hawksmoor Park
and Butts Wood to Claridge
Way.

Passage from Claridge Way
through Chadwick Court and
Simon Court, towards Titmuss
Ave.

Cycle Path from Claridge Way
towards Hawksmoor Park and
Tump 53.

Dim lighting under the passage
on Claridge Way between
Simon Court and Windrush
Primary School.

Passage from Claridge Way
over the canal to Austen Cl.
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c on s tra i nts
As a largely green space right on the doorstep
of the Moorings, there is clearly great value to
Claridge Way's open character. However, its
openness is also due to functional considerations,
as a number of service mains run directly below
the site. Sewers, gas, water and electrical mains
each have an exclusion zone around them within
which building either cannot take place, or will
require specific agreements or diversion works to
take place.
Within these areas, it is also likely (and known to
be frequent) that utilities companies will need to
excavate for maintenance or repair. This makes
these zones ill-suited to expensive perennial
planting, which runs the risk of being dug up.

2m exclusion zone around
medium pressure gas mains
3m exclusion zone around
foul sewer
3m exclusion zone around
Thames Water mains
5m exclusion zone around
Thames Water mains
1m exclusion zone around
high voltage mains
areas of Peabody land
ownership outside known
utilities exclusion zones

Utilities diversions are likely to prove far too costly
to form a part of proposals here. As a result, any
building works, excavation or concrete footings
proposed as part of the Common Plan will need to
be restricted to areas outside of utilities exclusion
zones, shown in magenta on the plan to the right.
As these areas tend to be located towards the
fringes of the site, this approach will be consistent
with its value as an open space.

below: recently excavated area
following services excavation at
the north of Claridge Way.
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designing in dialogue

p re v i ous conver s a ti ons
Thamesmead residents have been generous with
their time in engaging in dialogue around Claridge
Way for many years. In appreciation that the
canvas is anything but blank, the Common Plan
aims to build on this dialogue and map out a clear
path to realising tangible interventions on site.
At the same time, the Common Plan will recognise
that this is just one carefully defined moment in a
dialogue between Peabody and Thamesmead
residents that will continue for many years. With this
in mind, it will reflect some ideas whose time may
not have come just yet, but deserve to be part of
future conversations.

CLARIDGE WAY TEA PARTY
18TH OCTOBER 2018 3-6pm
MOORINGS SUMMER FESTIVAL

To launch the project, we hosted a tea party on Claridge Way. We met residents
and those using the path and gathered initial comments and observations
about Claridge Way using a large scale map for people to add to.

AUG 2018

gardening workshop
LONDON METROPOLITAN
UNIVERSITY STUDENT RESEARCH
2017 - 18

THE MOORINGS BUILT

OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2018
Beginning in October, a series of gardening workshops took place with local
gardening groups.

WORKSHOPS
OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2018

1970’s

A series of hands-on workshops, including activities such as gardening and
model making, were used to engage local residents, schools and gardening
groups.

Cardiff UNIVERSITY research
Feb - may 2018

WORKSHOPS
OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2018

NEIGHBOURHOOD FORUM
INITIATED
2017

Virtual technologies give us increasingly powerful ways to generate discussion,
ideas, and visuals to help us design and experience new public spaces. We will
work with Hobs Studio, who will share their expertise in creating virtual models
and videos of Claridge Way through workshops open to local people.
This will be followed by a series of workshops in October & November to create
a virtual reality model of Claridge Way built by local people. Find out more
about these workshops at the Tea Party event or contact us directly to register
your interest.

DESIGN EXHIBITION

JOINED BY GALLIONS
2014

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2018

CLARIDGE WAY STREET PARTY
june 2016

CLARIDGE WAY NAMED
june 2016

We will exhibit a new Common Plan for Claridge Way which brings together the
ideas developed in workshops and the aspirations heard at the Tea Party. We’ll also
show the individual projects that are starting to emerge, together with a detailed
timeline for their delivery.

PLANNING APPLICATION
DECEMBER/JANUARY 2019
CONTRACTORS BID

The following pages summarise some of the key
conversations and design input contributed by
local residents and stakeholders to this Common
Plan, ranging from informal interviews through to
hands-on practical workshops. Together, these
exercises sought to engage the widest possible
group of local stakeholders, while still allowing
each participant the opportunity to help shape
toward the project brief.

MARCH 2019
WORKS ON SITE
SPRING/SUMMER 2019
WORKS COMPLETE
LATE SUMMER 2019
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sa fe ty ne t
Safety Net is a weekly group based at Birchmere
Community Hub, about five minutes' walk to the
south of Claridge Way. To paraphrase particpants
of the group, its main attraction is that you don't
have to do anything in particular. While there's
craft activities and lunch on offer, you're welcome
to just turn up and keep to yourself, albeit in
friendly company. In light of the area's challenges
with social isolation, the group plays a very
important role.
Also based at the Hub is a community garden,
which hosts groups of teenagers from a Bexley
secondary school in weekly sessions.
Much of the Safety Net group and the garden
management are drawn from an older or retired
demographic, some of whom have challenges
with mobility. Many are long-time residents who
have seen dramatic changes, for better and for
worse, in Thamesmead. Speaking with members
of Safety Net and the community garden for
an afternoon built a picture of quiet enjoyment
of nature, of a wilder past in Thamesmead but
also of a loss of social facilities, from pubs to park
benches.

When I first came here, it was acres and
acres of woodland and marshland. Very few
buildings in comparison, and there were lots
of military buildings still standing. I've actually
gone down into a bomb shelter and with
another woman friend I used to be friendly
with one day, she wanted to go into this, what
I thought looked a sinister looking building to
start with, but anyways she wanted to go into
it, so we walked into the steps inside and the
walls were all smoke blackened and I didn’t
like it I felt frightened and I said - what is this
place - and she said its where they exploded
the bombs during the war, in the second world
war.
Well I like all of Thamesmead really I would
challenge anybody to say where there’s a
borough that could equal it - because where
are you going to get acres of woodland for
a start, I cant think of anywhere. Not even
really expensive areas. Yeah, you get wide
streets, little traffic and very nice houses and
front gardens, but that’s about the limit of it.
I’ve been to practically every London borough
because I have a freedom pass I can go
for free. And I’m really surprised at how I've
not seen a borough yet that could match
Thamesmead. Its got a bad reputation but
that’s only words that’s not the reality.
Oh I like seeing the wildlife for a start. If you
stroll along slowly - I don’t do brisk walking I’m
a bit too old for that now. But I like the wildlife
so you see squirrels, you see foxes. Foxes can
come out of the undergrowth stand there
looking at you for a couple minutes and then
stroll back in again, no fear at all. That’s one
of them. But sometime I carry on past the
concrete blocks and along there, although its
beginning to be built up bow it has (up until
recently) been quite a lot of trees. I love trees.
So you can imagine I find Thamesmead very
appealing.
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It’s just my way through. There wouldn’t be
anything to stop for. There were, years ago
there were benches you could alongside the
canal you could sit by, but there was a lot of
protest the fact that toddlers could fall into the
canal and they railed it off.
I don’t say so much play but they did used to,
because the bridge was quite a fascination
because you could see all the ducks and
things like that so that little bridge at the end
near Windrush school they did. They may
have, yeah, they were too old by the time that
little park was built. and they never went to the
Hawksmoor Youth Club. I don’t even know if it
was there then.
Well I think they're doing a lot more with the
canals now, they did at one stage deteriorate
quite badly because they weren’t looked
after and the rubbish just collected a lot but
since that Thames 21 got involved its been an
awful lot better, and its nice to see the canals
are now at least being looked after - and
the lakes. We’ve had a couple spells where
you wouldn’t they couldn’t fish in the lakes
because they got polluted and whatever. And
there’s still quite a bit of it some of the canals
aren’t open. There was one building further
up near the shops that a lot of the building
materials went into the canals and that must
be about 15 years ago and that’s still there
so there s a blockage. I think its the other
side of Woolwich Poly school which would be
nice to have that sorted but hopefully you
know people are getting a bit more aware
about looking after these sort of things. and
the wildlife is wonderful. It’s lovely to see every
spring what’s new this year.

When I first came here, you could come up to
where the Bargepole pub was - I don’t know if
you know where I mean. That was it. You had
to make your own way up there.
There wasn’t a road. Only what the builders
had made. All that was here when we came
here was grey slabs. All up that side - because
that used to be the boiler house the round
building everything behind there wasn’t there
when we came.
There was nothing it was just wild and woolly.
Well it was it belonged to GLC when they were
in existence - certain areas you couldn’t go in
plus certain areas I wouldn’t go in because
there was a lot of although there’s canals
there’s a lot of interchanging bog lands and if
you’re not careful you could get yourself into
a bit of a pickle.

No, no. Just family, I go to family that’s all.
Most of what I do these days is just round the
shop and back again because of my walking
wise I can't.
Oh I got around a lot because when my
husband was here we used to go round - is it
Birchmere lake - we used to go around there a
lot and and round the open areas but now it
can't be done.

3 6 0 º fi l mi ng wor k s hop
As an introduction to Peabody’s VR working
group, twelve local residents participated in a 360º
filming workshop on site in Claridge Way. As well as
recording a baseline site condition (on a very rainy
day), the exercise provided a useful opportunity
to explore the spatial qualities of the site with a
group of interested residents. The result was a
short film, used to engage a broader stakeholder
community, as well as a set of key observations to
inform a brief for the continued progress of the VR
working group.
After an initial site walkthrough, workshop
participants were challenged to take the 360º
camera on a “tour” of Claridge Way, addressing
the viewer as a visitor or acquaintance. Other
workshop participants acted as “extras” to
emphasise social conditions and patterns of
movement on the site.
excerpts from transcript:
Ah, the canal: beautiful, green, tranquil. The
kind of place that you’d want to stay and
have a look at - well, weather providing. IN
contrast to the underpass: dark, dingy, no
light. It looks kind of hostile, don’t you think?

While the participant group included some local
residents already very familiar with Claridge Way,
the majority live slightly further away, and so
came to the site with relatively fresh eyes. Many
were drawn by a general interest in the quality of
local open spaces as much as the opportunity to
explore VR technology.
Users noted a series of key contradictions and
contrasts in the existing environment on Claridge
Way:
• overbearing concrete buildings and a pleasant
green environment with waterways
• numerous pedestrian and cycle links to
surrounding residential areas and green spaces,
but relatively little infrastructure for leisure or play
• contrasting spatial conditions between areas
which feel dark and enclosed, and those which
feel open and generous.

I like the river to be honest. I find it relaxing.
You’ve got the lovely river - it takes away that
concrete - eurgh - because that’s what it is.
Claridge Way is an intersection, and a good
one at that. It’s very connected, but there’s
nowhere to sit, and where do you go?
There’s so many pathways into this one little
bit, I’m surprised there isn’t at least a bench or
something to sit down and meet people.
There aren’t that many places in London that
have the greenery we have in Thamesmead.
There are people that plant their flowers
outside of their gardens, and that’s really
nice to see. So you’re walking along and you
see someone’s taken pride in that. You see
some people sitting out on a summer’s day,
watching the kids.
19

t ea p a r ty
Folllowing on from initial conversations at
Birchmere Community Centre and the 360 film
workshop, we wanted to meet the widest possible
range of local stakeholders. In order to introduce
the project and the team behind it, and to gain
a more complete picture of how Claridge Way
is experienced and used from those who know it
best, we held an outdoor Tea Party alongside the
path, in a central position opposite the entrance
to Hawksmoor Primary School.
We hoped to learn about local residents' key
observations, concerns and aspirations regarding
Claridge Way specifically, as well as the way that
people use public outdoor space in Thamesmead
more generally. We also hoped to encourage
consultees to get involved in public gardening
and VR workshops (see below).
Consultation materials included:
•
•

•

360 film, shown on attendees' phones using
Google Cardboard headsets
4 X A1 mounted panels mapping local green
spaces, community assets, routes, connections
and project timelines
a 1:1000 “tablecloth” map of Claridge Way,
illustrating the project area and presumed
Wayleave. Consultees were encouraged to
interact with this tablecloth by drawing directly
onto the paper, as well as sticking on coloured
paper doilies with comments, observations and
ideas.

The event was positioned across the footpath
from the entrance to Hawksmoor Primary School,
using three large timber tables built by Corina
Tuna and borrowed from Hawksmoor Youth Club,
two stands and additional folding tables. Tea,
juice and cupcakes were served by local resident
Chiamaka.
Attendance was very high for the first hour and
a half – exceeding our ability to keep track
of precise numbers – and tailing off over the
subsequent hours. Our best estimates would
suggest in excess of 200 consultees were
engaged, and perhaps as many as 300.
The initial rush was largely comprised of parents
and children from Hawksmoor and (to a lesser
20

t ea p a r ty
extent) Windrush primary schools. Later on, the
more sporadic attendees included individuals
and families out for an evening walk (many with
dogs). Notably, attendees included members of
the Neighbourhood Forum, Radio Thamesmead,
Birchmere Community Garden and family
members of Ted Claridge.
Specific observations which we noted, and by
consultees themselves included:

Overall, a clear emphasis on activity over
infrastructure was apparent in consultees'
responses. While comments on the condition and
appearance of Claridge Way were prevalent, few
of the proposed solutions were aesthetic in nature,
but focussed rather on facilitating or stimulating
sociable activity on Claridge Way. These could be
summarised as:

Observations of the existing site

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

In general, we encountered limited
expectations of the site amongst the vast
majority of consultees, with few suggesting
that Claridge Way is a destination in its own
right, or even a particularly enjoyed part of of
a wider route. Some acknowledged its role in
play, noted the link to the Tump, and many
affirmed the importance of green space to life
in Thamesmead.
Many noted shortcomings in the conditions of
the existing site. Repeated themes included, in
approximate descending order of prevalence:
inadequate lighting levels
dog fouling
limited appeal of existing play facilities (not
appropriate for all ages)
lack of seating
lack of incentive to spend time here
perception of anti-social behaviour (NB – this
view was not universally held and indeed
widely contradicted)
poor condition of paved surfaces

play (for all ages)
exercise
quiet enjoyment of nature (in transit and at
rest)
communal eating

Ideas for improvement
Many discussions led naturally to ideas for
improving Claridge Way. Popular ideas included,
again in approximate descending order of
popularity:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improved lighting (higher levels of lighting)
new seating
improved provision for disposal of dog waste
expanded and diversified play provision
sheltered outdoor areas
picnic or barbecue areas
planting
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t ea p a r ty
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w in dr ush pr i m a r y s choo l
Windrush Primary School is located at the southern
end of Claridge Way. One of the school’s principal
entrances is via a footbridge leading across the
canal from Claridge Way. Parents and children
gather around the footbridge before and after
school. Many will pass through an underpass
below a 5-storey housing block as they head south
towards home or local shops.
Initial conversations with school management
indicated an appetite for workshops to result in a
direct and demonstrable impact on the quality of
the environment directly adjacent to the school.
In addition, these conversations echoed concerns
heard at the Tea Party regarding the narrow
appeal of existing play facilities.
We worked with a class of year 5 students on a
workshop programme focussing directly on play
proposals for this underpass space, but with the
aim of establishing themes to inform a wider
palette of play activity for the rest of Claridge Way.
Students were provided with a flat-pack model
corresponding to a single structural bay of the
underpass at 1:20 scale and encouraged to make
inclusive and creative proposals for a “Playground
for all the Family.”
Following an initial site walkaround to discuss the
way that children already play on site, students
were encouraged to work with paints as a means
of proposing decorative play schemes which
could be directly realised on site. At the same
time, they modelled bold and imaginative ideas
for a wider play landscape in three dimensions
using cork, card, wool, beads and cocktail sticks.
Students continued to add to their models
over the following week, and each prepared a
sentence explaining their concept before we
returned to review common themes emerging
from their work.
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workshop brief distributed to
Windrush Primary School students

w in dr ush pr i m a r y s choo l
Overall, students responded enthusiastically to the
idea of bringing families and age groups together
through play.. Popular recurrent themes included:
• active play targeted at children and young
people, including sports facilities (esp. basketball)
but also adventurous elements, such as
trampolines, swings, climbing walls, ziplines and
ball pits
• many students proposed exercise facilities for
parents, or seating directly adjacent to playspaces
for younger people
• large-scale board games were a popular
concept for bringing generations together
(including grandparents), with some proposals
adding physical obstacles (e.g. snakes and (literal)
ladders).
• many proposed dramatic atmospheric changes
to the undercroft through colour and pattern to
create a fantasy landscape, e.g. a jungle, sea,
constellation.
• textural changes were also popular, with many
students proposing ‘soft’ play surfaces.
Ten models with particularly prominent threedimensional modelling were selected for 3D
scanning as part of the VR workshop series.
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w in dr ush pr i m a r y s choo l
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w in dr ush pr i m a r y s choo l
‘...my mum and dad love to play with us and I can
be absolutely sure that they will play with us on
everything.’ - Summer
‘Children have imaginary minds and with my
monopoly it helps them imagine different country.
Teens are happy with monopoly and with the big
version I think it will help them with money situation.
Adults can play because there is hopefully 3D stuff
which is involved with their country.’ - Kevin
‘...children like to play my basketball. Maybe
even adults would play with the children because
noone would get hurt because its grass. Old
people could play as well because there’s steps
for them.’ - Oliver
‘It may look like it doesn’t have a lot of seating
or stuff in there but it gets them active and
interacting with the younger generation.’ - Cara
‘...there’s a tent to rest in and to have a break
after you’ve had basketball.’ - Patrice
‘I will do some gymnastics on the soft floor. My
mum will sit down in the shade on her phone. My
baby cousin will fly on the swings.’
‘You can do gymnastics or anything on the soft
foam floor.’ - Farida
‘...mine would be used for little kids under 3
because mine has a ballpit, but also others that
are into sport and anything that you can do with a
soft surface.’ - Shalad
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g ardeni ng
During the Tea Party, many of the people we
spoke to reaffirmed the importance of green
spaces to life in Thamesmead. In order to explore
how Moorings residents actively engage in with
the greenery they hold dear, we first met with two
community gardening groups which are already
at work not far from Claridge Way at Birchmere
Community Hub and Titmuss Avenue.
We learned that the 'Good Life' garden at
Birchmere is a meeting space for everyone, open
to the public every Thursday and welcomes
various groups including a SEN group from
Woodside school in Bexleyheath. The garden
mainly attracts local residents and elderly people,
most of whom contribute part time. Members
can get access to the garden outside its opening
hours. The garden is a single shared space with no
private raised beds. Ann makes a lot of jam that
helps subsidise the cost of the gardening, which is
run by volunteers without subsidies.
Over on Titmuss Avenue, the 'Growing Together'
community garden has been operating for about
six years on a site next to a playground. It is a
diverse and welcoming group, keen to do more
work with younger people. However, the group
reports uncertainty over future funding.
Both groups benefit from experienced and
committed leadership and strong community
links. However, both also report that attracting
committed new participants from the local
residential community has been challenging in
recent years, which limits their capacity to grow.

filled with a range of bulbs at different depths,
designed to bloom at just the moment in spring
when one should think of getting outside to look
after the garden.
The workshop was sparsely attended, and
conversations with participants, who included
leadership from the two nearby community
gardens, suggested a limited capacity for
additional commitment to planting areas by
existing groups or other Moorings residents although one young participant generously
offered to water the new apple trees for the first
few months as they become established.
Practical suggestions included involving younger
people in planting activity through engagement
with local schools and the Youth Club, but also
consideration of low maintenance planting
typologies that might be suitable for Claridge Way,
and achievable within the levels of investment.
Ornamental grasses were suggested as a means
of achieving a low-cost, low maintenance
transformation that would add biodiversity while
maintaining the open character of Claridge Way.
The group disbanded at the end of the day
with a consensus that, while participants would
be unlikely to be able to make a long-term
commitment to community gardening activity
on Claridge Way, they would be keen to remain
involved in design discussions around a site
planting scheme.

In order to test appetite in the Moorings for
community gardening activity, an open call was
sent out (and further promoted at the Tea Party)
for residents to take part in a day-long gardening
workshop, facilitated by part of the team behind
the Kings Cross Skip Garden.
This was loosely structured to enable informal
conversations, combining a site walkthrough and
plan sketching to facilitate a discussion about
local planting conditions. We then moved on
to practical planting activity in the afternoon,
planting three apple saplings near the junction
between Water Lily Walk and Claridge Way, as
well as take-home 'bulb alarm clocks:' flowerpots
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top: planting apple trees on
Claridge Way
bottom: discussing soil quality
indicated by presence of
earthworms

w o ol wi c h p ol y techni c
A group of 12 students were selected from
across year groups at Woolwich Polytechnic
to participate in spatial analysis through site
modelling.
As adolescents, the participating group were
uniquely well placed to bring an understanding
of the diverse groups using Claridge Way. Many
of the group had previously attended Hawksmoor
or Windrush Primary schools, or currently use
Hawksmoor Youth Club.
Working on a 1:1000 base model of the site in
timber and cork, we asked students to first identify
a comprehensive list of parties or groups present
on Claridge Way. Once this list was agreed by the
group, subgroups began to map out the paths
each user group tends to follow through the site,
as well as identifying any territories where they
might tend to linger.

ol

Woolwich Polytechnic Scho

16th November 2018
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In a final review session, we discussed with students
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w o ol wi c h p ol y techni c
Together, we identified the following user groups
known to to spend time in and around Claridge
Way:
• teenagers
• Moorings residents
• Thamesmead residents
• Hawksmoor Youth Club
• Hawksmoor Primary students
• Windrush Primary students
• Linton Mead Primary students
• parents of primary school students
• emergency services
• cyclists
• joggers
• dog walkers
• elderly residents
Each group was assigned a thread colour, and the
paths of their principal routes was staked out with
pins. Alongside this spatial representation, students
offered their observations on what times of day
each group is most active.
Students agreed that the most active times of
day on Claridge Way are consistently at the
beginning and end of the school day, which
sees students of both primary schools gathering
in large numbers around the school entrances
before dispersing to the north, south and east.
While other conversations have suggested that the
existing MUGA at the south is dominated by older
children and young adults, students observed that
Windrush Primary students make extensive use of it
at these core hours.
Outside of these hours, foot traffic tends to be
dominated by residents making their way to the
shops in the Town Centre. While residents from
elsewhere in Thamesmead might walk the length
of Claridge Way from south to north, Moorings
residents might be more inclined to pass across the
north of the site only. Dog walkers, meanwhile, are
likely to use Claridge Way to access green spaces
and footpaths to the west and north.
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w o ol wi c h p ol y techni c
moorings
residents
emergency
services
teenagers

Poor quality of paving and lighting were identified
as key shortcomings in the quality of the site.
However, in general, students felt that the scale
and open nature of the site resulted in minimal
instances of conflict between user groups. Those
discussed included:

Hawksmoor
Primary Students
cyclists
elderly people
parents
residents
dog walkers
hawksmoor
youth club
windrush primary
students

• Hawksmoor Youth Club is required to cater
for a broad range of ages, with younger users
intimidated by older users at times.
• occasional emergency and maintenance
vehicle access to Claridge Way results in a
perceived hazard to young people playing
• an awareness that students and elderly residents
may be intimidated by numbers and exuberance
of young people
As a result, while remedial works to lighting and
pavement were discussed, proposals for areas
to improve tended to focus on adding activity
and animation to the site. Students were asked to
propose interventions to improve the experience
of each user group:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

teenagers - an outdoor area to congregate.
Hawksmoor Youth Club - access to Hawksmoor
Primary School sports pitches after hours, and a
dedicated area for older users separate to the
main facility.
Hawksmoor , Linton Mead and Windrush
Primary students - improved play areas
parents of primary school students - improved
lighting in the central areas of Claridge Way for
evening school pickups.
cyclists - a bike shop and BMX ramps
joggers - an outdoor gym and exercise circuit
dog walkers - a dog lake

The depth and detail of student’s knowledge
of Claridge Way, together with their genuine
(if playful) appreciation for public space
helped these workshops to provide invaluable
background information about the site and
its users. While proposals tended toward the
whimsical, with in some cases a limited interest in
the needs and desires of other user groups, we
hope to refine students’ awareness by involving
them directly in hosting further stakeholder
engagment events and on-site prototyping.
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v ir t u al re a l i ty wor k i ng gro u p
Running alongside our programme of practical
and model-making workshops with schools
and gardening groups, Hobs3D facilitated a
series of workshops which gave participants the
opportunity to shape proposals for Claridge Way in
virtual reality.

Sketches, working models and final presentation
images from each of the groups are set out on the
following pages, together with a brief overview of
the discussions which informed their designs.

Participants from the initial 360º film workshop
were joined by a diverse group of local residents,
who responded to a Thamesmead-wide open
call by Peabody. This included children, working
age adults and retirees, with many participants
joined by family members. Also present were a
group of young people from Hawksmoor Youth
Club and the neighbourhood forum. As with the
film workshop, some residents were drawn from
further afield by their interest in technology, but
some residents from the Moorings and the direct
surrounds of Claridge Way also attended. With
two of the three workshops taking place on site (at
Tump 53 and Hawksmoor Youth Club respectively),
all workshop participants were deeply familiar
with Claridge Way by the conclusion of the
programme.
Within a specially developed software tool,
workshop participants were able to represent
concepts for improvements to Claridge Way
by placing and manipulating a selection of
predetermined objects, including generic street
furniture and platonic solids. The first session,
at Hobs3D's Stratford studio, saw participants
introduced to the technology before dividing into
four teams to discuss and sketch designs around
initial briefs around the themes of play, socialising
and enjoyment of nature.
The second workshop introduced 3D scanning
technology as a means of importing physical
models to the virtual realm. A selection of models
from Windrush Primary students were scanned,
as well as some elements modelled by the VR
working group. At the same time as progressing
virtual models, teams were encouraged to
develop a "mission statement" setting out their
key design priorities. In the final workshop, teams
had the chance to finalise their models, extract
screenshots and consider how their ideas would
be presented to a wider public in the context of
the Common Plan.
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top: workshop #1 at Hobs3D studio
bottom: workshop #3 at
Hawksmoor Youth Club

t ea m ha wks m oor
As a group of young people from Hawksmoor
Youth Club, Team Hawksmoor brought a detailed
knowledge of Claridge Way to the VR working
group, and were kind enough to host the final
design session at the Youth Club.
In the first VR design session, Team Hawksmoor
began by looking at the theme of “Play”. The
group brought a fresh perspective to the issue,
noting that existing play spaces, including the
newly renovated fenced games pitch at the south
of Claridge Way, tend to be dominated by boys.
At the same time, the team themselves are keen
participants in physical activity, regularly and
enthusiastically taking part in circuit training, not to
mention dance routines.
In discussing what causes existing playspaces
to be male-dominated, the team identified the
following factors:
• enclosed playspaces tend to feel intimidating
• existing playspaces are poorly lit, so tend to feel
unsafe in the evening
• existing play facilities are suited to young
children or ball sports, leaving behind anyone with
other interests.

Finally, Team Hawksmoor developed the following
mission statement to set out their ambitions for
Claridge Way, inventing a new word to describe
more accurately how they would like it to feel:
A biliberafe and inviting space for the local
community.
bi-li-ber-afe - bright, liberating, fun and safe
At the centre of the proposal is a sheltered
outdoor area, open on all sides and well lit so that
it feels safe in the evening. Their proposal focuses
tightly on the area around the Youth Centre, with
the rationale that a small change here could
lead to big change across the site. The central
shelter is surrounded by scattered play furniture
and seating, to encourage both exercise and
relaxation.
If you believe in biliberafe, it will be biliberafe.
If it seems to be biliberage, believe in it.
If it’s biliberafe, use it.

Early sketch designs began to suggest a collection
of play and exercise equipment distributed all
along Claridge Way. These could be used to
improve and expand Hawksmoor Youth Club’s
circuit training routine.
As the workshops continued, Team Hawksmoor
also began to think about social spaces, noting
that the only space they have for a private chat
at the moment is in the Youth Centre toilets.
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t ea m vr ma s ter s
The VR Masters began by considering the theme
of “play.” Their key initial observations suggested
that, while there are opportunities to play on
Claridge Way, the existing play equipment and
sports pitches don’t appeal to everyone. There’s
plenty of space, and potential to encourage
many more people (young and old alike) to play
outdoors.
From the earliest stages, the ideas of nature
and play were closely linked in the team’s
conversations. While early sketches mapped
out a series of distinct play opportunities, such
as a maze, an obstacle course and a gym, the
team declared an ambition that, rather than
existing as a series of isolated opportunities, these
ideas should work closely together: the whole of
Claridge Way could become a play landscape.
The first attempts at virtual reality strongly reflected
these ambitions, using the available geometry to
create a playful topography across sections of the
site, coupled with opportunities for planting and
seating.
The themes of inclusivity and sensitive integration
with the natural environment were clearly set out
in the team’s mission statement:
An interactive landscape for everyone to get
involved in outdoor play
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t ea m fl yi ng ja g ua r s
Challenged to look at “enjoying nature” in
Claridge Way, Team Flying Jaguars quickly
expanded their brief to consider more widely how
Claridge Way could be enjoyed as a built and
natural environment.
Strongly informed by the approach taken in the
360º video workshop, the Flying Jaguars begin
to think of the journey through the site in terms
of moments in a story. The decision was taken to
react carefully to the existing spatial qualities of
the site, and to use seating, lighting, public art and
landscaping to encourage visitors to Claridge Way
to see it as a destination in its own right, and not
just a place to cut through as quickly as possible.
We won’t rest until Claridge Way becomes a better
way. So you don’t walk away, you stay, eat, relax
and play and enjoy your day.
Walking from south to north, the Flying Jaguars
framed the arrival to Claridge Way with new
community artwork and lighting to the undercroft,
together with some benches along the canal to
enjoy a tranquil moment.
On the other side of the underpass, things get
livelier. A coffee booth provides a social hub,
while a mural meshes together with a climbing
wall on the flank of a housing block.
As Claridge Way widens out to the north,
the grasslands are brought to life through a
bandstand, market stalls and play equipment.
Overall, Claridge Way is poetically transformed
from a shortcut to a “narrative walk,” full of little
moments of enjoyment that add up to a greater
whole.
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t ea m ul tra ver s e tr i d ent
Also tasked with exploring the potential for
social space on Claridge Way, Team Ultraverse
Trident set an agenda for energetic and inclusive
interventions on Claridge Way. Their concepts for
good social space started early on to consider the
importance of the natural environment, as well as
a playful aspect to fully involve all ages.
From the outset, Ultraverse Trident put forward
ideas for a multifaceted scheme including
buildings and furniture, but also events and clubs.
Ideas included:
• an outdoor cinema
• nature rangers: a club of young people
committed to promoting the natural environment
• rainwater collection systems
• a refreshment stand
• a dog run area
• adventure play
Together, the proposals began to speak of an
ambition that noone should be left out of the fun
on Claridge Way.

To accompany their bold vision for an active and
animated site, Ultraverse Trident used physical
models as well as working in the VR environment.
Their proposal for a “Thamesmead Outdoor
Cinepark” was supported by a clear mission
statement:
To provide a safe & secure, stress free space where
families can gather and socialise, relax, learn, play
and grow within the environment.
The team further explained the motivations behind
their designs:
• To develop an area that will be safe to socialise
for all ages and abilities.
Why? Deterrence of violence. A safe space for
people to channel energy positively.
• To have a space within the local community that
young people and parents can learn and play in
a secure environment.
Why? A comfortable place that facilitates the
growth and mental development with adults &
youth.
• Secure a growing environment that would allow
for family/visual entertainment.
Why? A simple place to bring families to
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t he m es
In all, workshop participants spent some 18 hours
in discussion and development of ideas for
improvement to Claridge Way. The diverse range
of ages and backgrounds within the working
group resulted in a dialogue that was empathetic
to the needs of other users of the space. A number
of specific themes and observations achieved a
level of common consensus within the group, and
went on to underpin many of the proposals:
• the open character of Claridge Way is seen as
highly valuable, and should be broadly preserved
• play activity should not be restricted to a single
fenced and defined area, but should permeate
the site as a whole
• proposals should balance a desire for increased
social (and economic) activity with improved
opportunities quiet enjoyment of the natural
environment
• opportunities for interested local parties, and
particularly young people, to be involved in
delivery of proposals on site could help to instil a
sense of pride and ownership
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a common plan

sp at i a l stra teg y
Many of the shortcomings which consultees
noticed in Claridge Way arise from compromised
connections with its surroundings. It's at the back
of houses and the wrong side of the school
fence. Our strategy centres on fostering improved
connections between surrounding stakeholders
and the site, bringing activity, natural surveillance
and a sense of ownership and pride up to the
path's edge.
As well as improving Claridge Way for the schools,
local residents and the Youth Club, the intention
is that together, these measures should also
improve the experience of the passer-by, offering
opportunities to slow down and enjoy a very
particular sort of green space.

Hawksmoor
Youth Club

Moorings
residents
Hawksmoor Primary School

Tump 53

Windrush Primary School
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c ommo n p l a n

1

an in t e rac t ive play landscape
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of froad c yc l e t rac k

2

an o pe n & libe rat ing place
t o s o c ialis e
out door l i vi ng room
c afé k i os k
e x e rc i s e b e nc he s

3

a plac e t o gro w & linger
garde n e x t e ns i ons
haw k s m oor grow i ng c l ub
w oodl and adve nt ure w al k
af t e r s c hool orc hard
w i l dfl ow e r m e adow s
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c omponent s tra teg i es
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1

a n i nte racti ve p l a y l a n d s c a p e fo r e v e r y o n e
a p a i nted p l a y rou t e
exerc i s e b enches
tw i l i g ht p l a y
of fro a d cy cl e tra c k
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Sandwiched between a dense residential area,
two schools and a Youth Club, Claridge Way is
traversed by hundreds of children and young
people every day. A play landscape could joyfully
transform that walk to and from school, as well as
those moments passed outside the school gates.
However, it's not just young children who play. We
have heard time and again from residents and
stakeholders that the existing play facilities on
Claridge Way simply don't appeal to everyone.
The definition of play is here expanded to include
opportunities to get as many as people as possible
involved in physical activity through a collection of
exercise furniture that doubles as park benches.

Key play facilities will be concentrated around
Hawksmoor Youth Club and Windrush School,
encouraging the two groups to extend their sense
of ownership, pride and positive activity beyond
their current territories.
Recognising that the open character of Claridge
Way forms a welcome contrast to the dense
street pattern of the Moorings, we propose to
distribute these facilities widely along the length of
the site, so that the journey between becomes a
part of the game. As well as expanding spatially,
we propose to extend play hours later into the
evenings through key lighting interventions.

a p a i nte d p l a y route

d ia l og ue

concept

• Conversations at the Tea Party indicated that
the existing play provision on Claridge Way is too
narrow in its appeal.

Painting and lighting to the underpass create
a bold, bright marker for change that could be
delivered independently of planning. This forms
the beginning of a play route that extends the
entire length of Claridge Way using thermoplastic
road-marking paint, and linking incidental play
opportunities.

Windrush Primary students develop concepts
for inclusive play in the underpass area in
model-making workshops

The lines indicate 2-3 competing "routes" that
could be used for hop-scotch or a simple race. A
selection of incidental play opportunities, together
forming a giant snakes and ladders board, is
placed on the elevated area opposite the
Windrush entrance to keep children entertained
during those moments before and after school.

JKA return to Windrush to demonstrate how
their designs have been interpreted into
realisable designs

• This observation was echoed by conversations
with management at Windrush Primary School
and with VR working group participants, who
suggested that the enclosed games pitches
exclude younger children and particularly girls.
• Conversations with Windrush management
conveyed the perception that the underpass
adjacent to the school entrance is a particularly
gloomy and unpleasant approach to school.
• Concerns regarding lighting levels and general
oppressive atmosphere in the underpass were
also raised at the Tea Party and by the VR working
group.
• Windrush students propose giant "board games"
as a means of transforming hard concrete
infrastructure into a playful environment.

de live r y

Windrush models are scanned and examined
by the VR working group, informing their site
strategies

Windrush students participate in lighting
workshops with LFB & JKA to consider feature
lighting to the underpass

Proposals for incidental play furniture are
submitted for planning permission
Incidental play furniture is constructed and
installed as a self-build in partnership with
specialist, e.g. Build Up Foundation.

c o n s t rain t s
• Greenwich ownership of path
• Services easements
• Access to utitlities cupboards
• Noise and nuisance to adjacent residents

Decoration and lighting to the undercroft are
directly commissioned by Peabody
Designs for incidental play are refined in
partnership with a specialist play contractor,
e.g. Build Up Foundation
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e x erc i se b enches

d ia l og ue

concept

• Existing play provision in Claridge Way is narrow
in its appeal.

A series of exercise furniture, each designed
around a self-weight exercise, are positioned by
the side of the path at key points. Together, they
allow a group or individual to complete elements
of a workout regime. The individual elements of
exercise furniture also double as benches, offering
opportunities for others to sit and relax.

Design workshop with Hawksmoor Youth Club
circuit training group.

Site observations and conversations have
suggested that over-occupation of the site is
not a great concern outside of school hours,
so condensing these two functions - socialising
and exercising - is more likely to result in chance
meetings than conflict. At the same time,
this approach seeks to maximise the budget
and preserve the open, relatively uncluttered
character of Claridge Way.

Commission groundworks/footings as required.

• VR working group participants from Hawksmoor
Youth Club suggested that the enclosed,
concentrated nature of existing play facilities that
can tend to exclude girls, among others.
• The same group expressed a keen interest in
(and present commitment to) circuit training and
fitness.
• The Moorings has a very high rate of childhood
obesity, and, as a directly adjacent open space,
Claridge Way could do more to offer opportunities
for exercise, more immediately accessible than
the Link and the Leisure Centre.
• As much as there are no dedicated exercise
facilities on Claridge Way, there are also very few
opportunities to sit still, a fact noted throughout
workshops and consultation exercises.
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de live r y

Masterplan and principles of design included
in site-wide planning application, establishing
locations, construction methods and design
principles.

On-site testing and prototyping workshop with
Hawksmoor Youth Club.
Completion and installation of furniture
elements by dedicated fabricator.

c o n s t rain t s
• Services easements
• Noise and nuisance to adjacent residents
• Anti-social behaviour/street drinking concerns
• Any loitering concerns re. proximity to Primary
schools
• Potential ground contamination.

t w i l i ght pl a y

d ia l og ue

concept

• Conversations with Woolwich Polytechnic
students suggest that there is little for older
teenagers and young adults to do in the evening,
resulting in congregation around Hawksmoor
Youth Club which can feel threatening.

Key lighting interventions along Claridge Way
could increase its usability and sense of security
into the evening hours. Remedial lighting
improvements address any dark spots will ensure
that all pathways are adequately illuminated
in the evenings, while feature lighting at key
points along the route will create a clearer, more
attractive way home after dark.

• Where people expressed concerns regarding
anti-social behaviour during the Tea Party,
many suggested that this results from insufficient
opportunities for positive activity.

Flood lighting to existing sports pitches at the south
of Claridge Way and at Hawksmoor Primary School
will extend their use into the evenings, when
Hawksmoor Youth Club would control access to
the adjacent Primary School pitches,Timing of
flood lighting would be strictly limited to avoid light
pollution and nuisance to neighbours.

de live r y
Windrush students participate in lighting
workshops with LFB & JKA to consider feature
lighting to the underpass & beyond.

c o n s t rain t s
• Greenwich ownership of (some) lighting columns
• Nuisance to adjacent neighbours
• Security of access to Hawksmoor Primary School,
associated management resource

Site walkthroughs with Woolwich Polytechnic
intervention groups to identify locations for
remedial lighting with LFB & JKA.
Consultation with Hawksmoor Primary School
to determine possiblity for evening access to
sports pitches.
Consultation with immediate neighbours on
potential illumination to MUGA.
Consultation with Greenwich street lighting
team.
Lighting scheme and access changes included
in site-wide planning application.
Delivery by works contractor.
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o f froa d cy cl e tra ck

d ia l og ue

concept

•A repeated theme in consultation events and
workshops was the lack of positive activities for
teenagers and young adults.

At the north end of Claridge Way, a series of earth
mounds and ramps creates a small offroad cycle
circuit. Winding around a stand of trees, the route
would also require the extinguishment of a single
paved pathway (for which alternative routes
exist).

• A popular suggestion among young people
engaged through the Tea Party and in the
Woolwich Polytechnic group is for a cycle "stunt
park."
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de live r y
Design workshop with Hawksmoor Youth Club.
Masterplan and principles of design included
in site-wide planning application, establishing
locations, construction methods and design
principles.
Earthworks and completion by works
contractor.

c o n s t rain t s
• Trees and roots
• Paths and obstruction to pedestrian flow
• Potential ground contamination.
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2

a n op en & l i b era ti ng p l a c e t o s o c i a l i s e
outdoor l i vi ng roo m
ca fé k i os k
exerc i s e b enches

In speaking with Moorings and Thamesmead
residents, it's striking how many don't think of
Claridge Way as a place in its own right. For
many, it's just the way from one place to another:
from school to Gogi's perhaps, or from home to
the Town Centre. Some were even surprised to
discover that it has a name of its own.
Improving the experience of passing through
Claridge Way will be inseparable from the process
of making it a better place to linger and spend
time. Encouraging sociable activity will help to
make the route feel safe and well-overlooked.
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New seating distributed along Claridge Way will
provide for opportunities to catch up with a friend
or two. Where Claridge Way opens wider in its
central stretches, the infrastructure for larger social
gatherings will be set out. Informal arrangement
will ensure that proposals are suitable for
occasional events, e.g. street parties, birthday
celebrations or film screenings, as well as more ad
hoc gatherings on summer evenings.
The aim of these proposals will be to encourage
Moorings residents to regard Claridge Way with a
greater sense of ownership and affection, even
as an extension of their own backyards, as well as
giving those who find themselves passing through
every day - parents of primary school children, for
example - reason to linger here.

o u tdoor l i vi ng room

d ia l og ue

concept

• Residents have noted anecdotally in workshops
and consultation events that there is very little to
do in the evenings around Thamesmead, with a
limited offer of a pub and fast food restaurants.

Where Claridge Way is at its widest, an
arrangement of furniture carefully integrated
into the existing topography facilitates cookouts,
picnics and communal banquets in fine weather.
The existing hillock allows benches to double as
raked cinema seating for occasional screenings.

• Young people from Woolwich Polytechnic and
Hawksmoor Youth Club have consistently noted
that there are no suitable areas for them to
congregate and socialise
• Successful street parties on Claridge Way and
film screenings elsewhere in Thamesmead suggest
capacity, appetite for (and value of) occasional
community events

de live r y
Ideas tested through design exhibition and oneto-one conversations with adjoining residents.
Masterplan and principles of design included
in site-wide planning application, establishing
locations, construction methods and design
principles.

c o n s t rain t s
• Noise and nuisance to adjacent residents
• Anti-social behaviour/street drinking
• Topography, adjacent trees and underground
services.
• Fire risk.
• Potential ground contamination.
• Proximity of power supply.

Commission groundworks/footings as required.
On-site testing and prototyping workshop with
Hawksmoor Youth Club.
Completion and installation of furniture
elements by dedicated fabricator.
Test local appetite for film screenings through
limited or one-off events (e.g. at project
launch).
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c afé ki o s k

d ia l og ue

concept

• Residents have noted that there are few
opportunities to meet over a cup of coffee
between the town centre and Abbey Wood.
Safety Net at Birchmere Community Centre is a
welcome exception to the rule.

At the crossroads between Claridge Way and
Water Lily Walk is one of the busiest and most
visible intersections along the route. A compact
kiosk allows for the sale of healthy snacks and
other refreshments, particularly in the periods
around the school rush. Parents have the
opportunity to linger and chat after dropping
children off in the mornings, while in the evening's
there's another option for snacks.

• Students from Woolwich Polytechnic observed
that heading straight to Gogi's for snacks and
sweets has been a consistent habit for many since
primary school days.
• VR working group participants consistently
suggested economic activity, e.g. a market stall or
café, as a means of enlivening Claridge Way.
• Snacks and hot drinks at our project launch
event, the Tea Party, were snapped up within
about an hour of school finishing.
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In conjunction with the adjacent After School
Orchard, the kiosk could be used to store or
process produce, e.g. press or preserve fruits.
After dark, the kiosk incorporates a feature lighting
installation, softly and decoratively illuminating this
key cross roads and providing a key waymarker
along the route.

de live r y
Engage potential operators.
Engage structural engineer.
Submit developed designs as part of site-wide
planning application.
Commission groundworks/footings as required.
Completion and installation of furniture
elements by dedicated fabricator.

c o n s t rain t s
• Commercial viability.
• Potential ground contamination..
• Existing services/wayleave.
• Planning risk (development on open green
space).
• Proximity of water and power supplies.

e x erc i se b enches

d ia l og ue

concept

• Through the Tea Party, 360º film and VR
workshops, consultees consistently pointed out
the lack of seating available along Claridge Way,
and hence the difficulty of spending time enjoying
open space here.

As proposed above (an interactive play
landscape), a series of bespoke benches, which
double as elements of a training circuit, are
distributed in key locations along Claridge Way.
Locations to be fixed following site walkthroughs
and design exhibition, but suggested locations
would include sites adjacent to the gates to each
of the primary schools, facing the canal, and
adjacent to any new play facilities.

• Safety Net consultees reminisced on the previous
presence of benches along Claridge Way. These
were removed, perhaps in response to concerns
regarding anti-social behaviour.
• Consultation with the Neighbourhoods Team,
Tea Party attendees and Safety Net members has
suggested that perceptions around anti-social
behaviour have changed significantly.

de live r y
Design workshop with Hawksmoor Youth Club
circuit training group.
Masterplan and principles of design included
in site-wide planning application, establishing
locations, construction methods and design
principles.

c o n s t rain t s
• Services easements
• Noise and nuisance to adjacent residents
• Anti-social behaviour/street drinking concerns
• Any loitering concerns re. proximity to Primary
schools
• Potential ground contamination.

Commission groundworks/footings as required.
On-site testing and prototyping workshop with
Hawksmoor Youth Club.
Completion and installation of furniture
elements by dedicated fabricator.

• Hawksmoor Youth Club members noted the lack
of any area to convene outdoors and socialise in
small groups.
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3

a pl a ce to l i ng er a nd g ro w
g a rden extens i on s
ha wks m oor g rowi n g c l u b
wo od l a nd a d vent u re w a l k
a fte r s chool orchard
wi l dfl ower m ea d o w s
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Access to the natural environment is one of the
things which people value most about living in
Thamesmead. Claridge Way is, for many residents,
a gateway to those green spaces, making it the
perfect place to enhance those links. At the same
time, we know that existing gardening groups are
already operating at around their full capacity,
and are struggling to attract committed new
members.
By working closely with those adjacent to site Tump 53, Hawksmoor Primary School and residents
who back directly onto it - we propose to enrich
the green fringes of Claridge Way.

By bringing gardening activity out onto the public
green space, drawing out the wild qualities of
the Tump nature reserve, and actively involving
children in food growing activity, we will look to
forge stronger links across the site boundaries, and
further nurture the quality of this green space.

g arden extens i ons

d ia l og ue

concept

• Existing gardening groups at Birchmere and
Titmuss Avenue have suggested that recent efforts
to expand membership have suggested limited
appetite for communal gardening activity.

In exchange for a personal commitment to plant
and maintain, residents are provided with an
above-ground planter to be placed on the green
space just beyond their gardens. As an added
incentive to residents to take ownership and pride
in their public green space, planters will be offered
together with a new garden fence and gate.

• There is limited evidence of ad-hoc planting
(presumably by residents) along Claridge Way, as
well as customisations to rear fencing and gates.
• Limited numbers of directly adjoining Moorings
residents are known to have been engaged
through consultation events and workshops to
date.

de live r y
Engage adjacent residents through doorknocking to discuss the scheme in general and
this sub-strategy in particular.

c o n s t rain t s
• Local appetite for gardening activity.
• Security to rear gardens.
• Services wayleave, secondary access paths.

Principles of design included in site-wide
planning application, establishing locations,
construction methods and design principles.
Commission off-site fabrication, preparation
and treatment (where possible) of timber
components.
Arrange community build weekends for
installation of new fences and gates, delivery of
planters.
Weekend planting workshops.
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h aw ksmo or g rowi ng c l u b

d ia l og ue

concept

• Hawksmoor Primary School has an existing
growing club, with strong links established
between year 4 curriculum and gardening/
growing activities.

On a triangle of open ground wedged between
the school fence and the path, above ground
planters, a potting shed and a small outdoor
learning area allow Hawksmoor Primary School
to expand their growing activities out onto
Claridge Way, and greening the western
perimeter of the space. Planters are arranged
to create low barriers where necessary, keeping
the appearance as open and permeable as
possible. The school is also encouraged to take on
peripheral planters, e.g. in the playground just to
the north.

• While consultees repeatedly assert the value
of greenery to their lives in Thamesmead, existing
gardening groups lack capacity and express
difficulty in engaging adults in the Moorings in
growing activity.

de live r y
Workshop with students to learn about food
planting while developing layouts and designs
for an edible garden.
Principles of design included in site-wide
planning application, establishing locations,
construction methods and design principles.
Self-build sessions with Hawksmoor Primary and/
or Youth Club.
Facilitation/completion by specialist contractor.
Ongoing gardening by Hawksmoor Primary
students.
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c o n s t rain t s
• Potential ground contamination.
• Access and security of existing school and new
planting.
• Capacity of year 4 group for involvement in selfbuild process.
• Proximity of water and power supplies.

w ood l a nd a d venture w a l k

d ia l og ue

concept

• Older residents at the Tea Party and Safety Net
speak with immense affection and no little regret
about the Tump as a special place to explore.

On a sliver of woodland between the Tump fence
and the path, a winding walkway between the
trees links a series of animal habitats: birds, bees,
beetles and other microfauna. Willow nests,
stepping stones treehouses encourage children
to engage playfully with the natural environment.
The walk serves as a foretaste of the Tump itself,
encouraging casual passers-by to become more
involved with its event programme.

• Some newer residents engaged at the Tea Party
were unaware of the Tump, while many more were
unaware of its current accessibility and activities.
• Now under Peabody management, there are
ambitions to open the Tump more frequently.

de live r y
Design workshops with Hawksmoor Primary
School.
Principles included in site-wide planning
application.

c o n s t rain t s
• Disturbance to existing flora and fauna.
• Safety and observation of incidental play
opportunities.
• Potential ground contamination.
• Capacity of year 4 group for involvement in selfbuild process.

Construction and decoration workshops with
Hawksmoor Primary School.
Completion and installation by specialist
contractor.

• Consultees consistently assert the value of the
natural environment to life in Thamesmead.
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a fte r school orcha rd

d ia l og ue

concept

• Hawksmoor Primary School has an existing
growing club, with a strong links established
between year 4 curriculum and gardening/
growing activities.

In the triangle of green between the school gate
and Water Lily Walk, an orchard of fruit trees
will provide students with a healthy snack after
school in the autumn. As described above, there
is a potential for the orchard and its produce to
develop a relationship with the proposed kiosk
next door. Students will need to water the trees
as they become established in above-ground
planters, whether through the Growing Club or
sessions at Tump 53.

• While consultees repeatedly assert the value
of greenery to their lives in Thamesmead, existing
gardening groups lack capacity and express
difficulty in engaging adults in the Moorings in
growing activity.

de live r y
Briefing and design workshop with Hawksmoor
Primary students.
Principles of design included in site-wide
planning application, establishing locations,
construction methods and design principles.
Tree planting sessions with Hawksmoor Primary
and/or Youth Club.
Facilitation/completion by specialist contractor.
Ongoing maintenance by Hawksmoor Primary
students.
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c o n s t rain t s
• Potential ground contamination.
• Capacity of year group to continue
maintenance of trees.

w ildfl owe r m ea d ows

dial o g ue

concept

• Consultees at the Tea Party and the VR working
group have suggested that Claridge Way suffers
from a certain monotony, with little to differentiate
its central stretches.

The central wayleave of Claridge Way is, thanks
to the services that run beneath it, something of a
dynamic landscape, as the grass is regularly dug
up for maintenance to water, electrical and gas
mains. As such, long-term or perennial planting is
unlikely to be viable in many areas. To mark the
passage of the seasons, and the journey along the
path, a series of low-intensity wildflower meadows
is planted opportunistically: as the soil is turned
over for each excavation, rather than re-sowing
grass or turf, the opportunity is taken to sow an
attractive and biodiverse selection of wildflowers.

• Conversations with local gardening groups have
suggested an interest in involvement in design, but
limited capacity to get physically involved with
gardening activity on Claridge Way.

de live r y
Engagement with statutory services.
Develop planting strategy.

c o n s t rain t s
• Communication with statutory services.
• Appropriate seasons for planting.
• Potential for disturbance or destruction of new
planting.

Procure stock as appropriate.
Commission planting by specialist contractor.
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ideas into action

d elive r y ti m eta b l e
Each of the component schemes of the Common
Plan set out above could be realised individually.
They could be taken forward at different times,
by different teams and through partnerships with
different stakeholders groups if needed, while still
working towards a common set of strategic goals.
However, it is expected that a critical mass of
works will be pursued through this commission.
While it is expected that some schemes,
particularly those which are unlikely to require
planning consent, may be carried out faster than
others, there will continue to be a coordinated
approach and ongoing opportunities for
stakeholders to be involved in shaping Claridge
Way.
A common set of steps for continuing the dialogue
that went into this Common Plan into its delivery
are set out below:

Design exhibition - January 2019
A public exhibition of the Common Plan
will give the general public an opportunity
to feed back on designs, identifying which
elements should be prioritised, which are a
cause of concern, and pointing out any missed
opportunities. Alongside a physical exhibition,
this study will be made available online.
Evaluate priorities - January - February 2019
Public feedback will be factored into
consultation with internal stakeholders, further
consideration of budget and site constraints,
parallel projects and future opportunities to
confirm which elements of the Common Plan
will be realised within this commission.
Surveys and site investigations - January February 2019
On the basis of selected schemes, further
site investigations and surveys will be
commissioned as necessary. This might include
soil contamination testing and surveying the
location of underground services.
Engage project partners - October 2018 February 2019
In practice, many project partners (e.g.
schools) have already been engaged through
our initial programme of workshops. However,
as we move towards interventions on site,
it may be necessary to redefine existing
groups and relationships, as well as engaging
additional partners, with reference to specific
component schemes. We will now need to
seek firm commitment from partners for their
involvement in detailed design and delivery.
Engage statutory stakeholders - January March 2019
Conversations with Greenwich Council and
some utilities companies have already begun,
but will need to continue in greater detail as
each of the component schemes becomes
more clearly defined. We will also look to
establish an ongoing dialogue with those who
will be responsible for maintenance, upkeep
and surveillance of proposals.

Engage specialist consultants - October 2018 Summer 2019
We will need specialist knowledge and input
on many of the above schemes in order to
make sure that they amount to an effective,
functional and safe set of solutions for Claridge
Way. This may include a lighting consultant,
landscape architect, community gardener,
play safety consultant and a structural
engineer.
Design workshops - February - March 2019
Where appropriate, further design workshops
with project partners will be used to more
clearly define each scheme. Where the project
needs to advance a little further - e.g. to take
account of technical constraints - before
stakeholders can again have a meaningful
input, we will return to update our project
partners on how the scheme is progressing.
Where appropriate, design workshops will also
seek to give project partners the necessary
skills and knowledge to take an ongoing role in
the proposal, e.g. through seasonal gardening
activity.
Planning applications - Spring 2019
Some of the interventions considered are
unlikely to require planning consent. For those
that do, an application early in the spring will
ensure that requisite consents are in place for
construction in the summer.
Engage specialist contractors - Spring 2019
Where bespoke designs and self-built elements
are proposed, we will need to identify capable
specialists who are capable of working flexibly
and in dialogue to respond to input from our
project partners. We will look to engage these
specialists early, and, where possible, seek their
involvement in design workshops.
Engage main works/groundworks contractors Spring/Summer 2019
Where more generic, large-scale or structurally
significant works are proposed, it may prove
most cost-effective to procure these through a
main contractor.

On site prototyping - Spring/Summer 2019
Dependent on the level of commitment that
project partners are able to offer, and the
technical challenges of each component
scheme, it may be appropriate to test and
hone designs on site together with specialist
contractors.
Construction - Summer 2019
Enabling works will need to be carefully
programmed in around opportunities for
community build sessions or the installation of
bespoke components.
Community build sessions - Summer 2019
Detailed design will identify opportunities to
involve project partners in the construction
process wherever it is practicable and there
is capacity and appetite to do so. As well
as giving participants a tangible sense of
ownership of site interventions, this process will
also look to instil partners with the skills to take a
role in their future care.
Completion and safety review - Autumn 2019
Where required, interventions will be completed
by specialist contractors. Particularly with
regard to play interventions, this will need to be
followed by a careful review of all interventions
as installed on site, to ensure that they are safe
for the public to use.
Project report and maintenance plans - Autumn
2019
The works undertaken as part of this commission
will be summarised in a project report, which
will also make note of those ideas which
saw significant community engagement but
were not carried forward. Not only will this
document relate the story of a year and a
half of intense community activity around
Claridge Way, but it could also provide a
useful starting point for future proposals. This
report will be accompanied by clear and
practical guidance for the ongoing care and
maintenance of interventions.
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h ow yo u ca n g et i nvol v e d
One of the strongest themes emerging from our
conversations around Claridge Way has been that
the greatest challenges around this public space
do not necessarily relate purely to how it looks,
but rather to the ways that it is (or isn't) used by
the surrounding community. With this in mind, the
success of this commission will rely on the ongoing
input of local residents and other stakeholders.
You can get involved with the project in a number
of ways:
Get in touch with Peabody to give your feedback
on the Common Plan. Which ideas do you like
most, are there any which cause you concern?
We need your help to understand which projects
should be prioritiised as part of this commission.
Register your interest in being involved with one of
the component schemes of the Common Plan, or
with community build sessions more generally.
Come along to the Design Exhibition, future
consultation events and workshops.
Join one of the existing community groups
around Claridge Way, such as the Youth Club,
Neighbourhood Forum or community gardens.
We look forward to continuing this conversation
with you in the months to come.
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- Jan Kattein Architects & Peabody

left: the Claridge Way Tea Party
bottom left: masterplan modelling
with Woolwich Polytechnic
bottom right: tree planting with
members of the Good Life Garden

